THOROUGHBRED
ORIGINS

Thoroughbred X factor origins
While the three most famous imports; the
Byerley Turk, the Godolphin Arabian and the
Darley Arabian became the foundation sires of
the English Thoroughbred, many other Middle
Eastern stallions were imported to Great
Britain during the late 17th century. This was
designed to add stamina to the local breed.

The impact of
the thoroughbred on the
evolution of the
standardbred
Ron Groves 2014

The thoroughbred sires listed in Classic
Families have been traced to their
foundation mares and allocated a number
in a manner similar to the standardbred
families. I have used the Bruce Lowe
numbers allocated more than one
hundred years ago, preceded by the
letter T for those tracing to Britain and TA
for those of American origin.
While recent research throws doubt on
the accuracy of some of the early entries
into the General Stud Book, they do
match, to the best of my knowledge,
what is commonly accepted.

Most breeders pay little attention to the
thoroughbred origins of the standardbred, yet

Research suggests that the original large heart

vital clues to success can be found in them. It

mutation (Xh) occurred in a Middle Eastern

appears that the mutated Xh gene carried by

mare, was inherited by one of her sons or

Modern Era standardbreds originated in the

daughters, then brought to Britain by one or

thoroughbred sources of the breed.

more descendants during this early influx.

It should be noted that a stallion or mare

More recent genetic research suggests that

carrying an Xh does not necessarily pass it on,

this large heart mutation may have originated

unless of course the mare is double copy. For

in the Royal Mares of British origin and

this reason many maternal families and sire

become obvious after their mating with the

lines will eventually die out, as have thousands

imported stallions from the Middle East.

of families in the Classic Families data base.

Wherever its origin, I believe it can be traced

This in no way detracts from the enormous

to a number of prominent sires in the

legacy that many thoroughbreds and early

foundation years of the thoroughbred. I shall

foundation sires have left in Modern Era

deal in this section with four of those that

maternal families.

passed on their legacy to the standardbred.
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These four are; sires Brimmer and Hautboy,
and mares Whynot and Spanker Mare.
It should be noted that, while the
Spanker Mare is widely referred to in
thoroughbred writings, Brimmer, Hautboy
and Grey Whynot are my choices but are
not substantiated by genetic research.

It was common practice during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries not to name a mare
that did not race. They were simply referred
to in the General Stud Book by the name of
their sire. eg Flying Childers Mare or Regulus

ECLIPSE

Mare.

Many of his daughters who inherited their Xh

Xh foundation sires

from him then passed it on to sons who began

Let us begin with the two foundation sires in

to make a significant impact upon the

question, Hautboy and Brimmer. Both are

thoroughbred stock in Britain.

found on the maternal X line of many of the
greatest early English sires.

What is important to us is, that no less than
twenty six of the stallions descending from the

Both follow the pattern of Xh sires in that

daughters of Eclipse can be found in the

neither founded enduring sire lines yet

pedigrees of the early standardbreds. Of

produced outstanding daughters. Of the

special significance were two; Pocahontas

thirteen progeny of Brimmer in Classic

and Jaryʼs Bellfounder.

Families, all but two were daughters. Of the
seventeen of Hautboy, only two were sons.

Pocahontas was the dam of two of the great
thoroughbred sires of the mid 19th century in

HAUTBOY TO REGULUS TO ECLIPSE

Rataplan and Stockwell. The latter produced

Hautboy passed his Xh through a daughter to

twenty six offspring of importance to the

Snake and thence to Regulus one of the

standardbred.

earliest of the influential X factor stallions in
England. A second Hautboy mare passed his
Xh to Mother Western. When these two X
lines met they produced the double copy

Jaryʼs Bellfounder was the broodmare sire of
Hambletonian 10, the foundation sire of the
standardbred.

mare Spiletta. She then passed one of her Xh

Table 2.1 lists, in chronological order, those

chromosomes to Eclipse, arguably the

stallions who possibly had a Hautboy Xh within

greatest sire of the English turf.

the first six generations of their pedigrees.
They only include those sires who impacted on
the standardbred.
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latter two sires will highlight just how vast was

TABLE 2.1 STALLIONS CARRYING HAUTBOY XH

Classic Progeny(daughters-total)
Snake (1708)

6-8

Young Cartouch (1731)

4-5

their reach into early standardbred pedigrees.
BRIMMER

Regulus (1739)

37-48

Brimmer was notable as the foundation sire of

Eclipse (1764)

13-30

seven of the seventy foundation thoroughbred
mares in the General Stud Book. His maternal

You will note that some created enduring sire
lines while others followed the typical Xh

descendants produced over one hundred sires
that impacted on the standardbred.

pattern of leaving imposing daughters. The

Table 2.2 lists, in chronological order, those

table also shows the ratio of daughters to

stallions who possibly carried a Brimmer Xh

Classic Progeny for each sire. Those with the

within their first six generations.

highest ratio are the ones that had the most

Jolly Roger W1274, a successful runner in

significant impact on the standardbred.

England prior to his importation into America,
produced twenty one daughters who bred on
into the standardbred, while Eclipse and

Note that the number affixed to
thoroughbred and standardbred sires is
the number John Wallace allocated in his
American studbooks. They were designed
to distinguish between stallions with the
same name. It is easier if you also add
these numbers to the name when using
Classic Families to research more deeply.

Matchem made their impact without leaving

The W prefix to the sire number in Classic
Families simply distinguishes between
thoroughbred and standardbred sires.

TABLE 2.2

England. This was achieved through imported
sons of their daughters.
It should be noted that two of the sires on the
list also have daughters of Hautboy in their
pedigree.
STALLIONS CARRYING BRIMMER XH

Classic Progeny(daughters-total)
Young Cartouch (1731)

4-5

Jolly Roger W1274 (1743)

21-23

Matchem (1748)

22-27

From this table you can distinguish the early

Eclipse (1764)

13-30

(pre1840) American sires (with a W prefix to

Wildair W2754 (1770)

10-15

their sire number) compared with the British

NB- those in bold possibly carry more than Xh
through inbreeding or one of the other three

sires. Note the range of their influence

Xh sources mentioned above .

exceeded one hundred years.
Snake daughters bred on into the foundation
mares of both Midnight (U9) and Sally Russell
(U170) while Regulus and Eclipse can be
found in numerous foundation standardbred
families. Extending the descendants of these

Xh foundation mares
We should now consider two mares that also
appear to have passed on the Xh gene; Grey
Whynot and the Spanker Mare.
GREY WHYNOT

Foaled in 1695, Grey Whynot was one of only
two daughters of the foundation mare of GSB
3

Family 15, both by Old Whynot, a famous race

This incestuous inbreeding was intensified with

performer of the late seventeenth century.

the crossing of her daughter Cream Cheeks to

Table 2.3 lists, in chronological order, those
stallions who possibly carried a Grey Whynot
Xh within their first six generations.

a son of Spanker, producing the mare Betty
Leedes.
Betty Leedes became the dam of two of the

While not as extensive a family as that of the
previous two discussed, Cade and Janus left
an enormous legacy while Regulus combined
two sources of Xh.

greatest foundation sires in the English Stud
Book; full brothers Bartlettʼs Childers and the
unbeaten Flying Childers.
This process of extending the influence of the

Highflyer was second only to Eclipse, both on
the track and as a stallion. Closer investigation
reveals that his pedigree traces to all four of

Spanker Mare was mainly attributable to the
cross breeding of many of the daughters of
these two sires. One outstanding example is
Diomed W709 whose grand dam Horatia was

the Xh sources discussed.

a double copy mare crossed 2x1 to daughters
TABLE 2.3 STALLIONS CARRYING GREY WHYNOT XH

Classic Progeny(daughters-total)
Bald Galloway (1708)

8-11

of Batletts Childers and Flying Childers, with
another two crosses to Grey Whynot.

Cade (1734)

20-27

Diomed then received a further two infusions

Regulus (1739)

37-48

of both the Spanker Mare and Grey Whynot

Blank (1740)

6-8

Janus W1222 (1746)

14-23

Wildair W2754 (1770)

10-15

Highflyer (1774)

29-43

Diomed W709 (1777)

18-35

through his broodmare sire.

NB- those in bold possibly carry more Xh
through inbreeding to one of the other three
Xh sources mentioned above .

THE SPANKER MARE

In their book Inbreeding to Superior

DIOMED

Females, Faversham and Rassmussen argue
that successful modern day thoroughbred sire

Table 2.4 lists, in chronological order, those

lines can be traced to an incestuously inbred

stallions who possibly carried the Spanker

English mare of the later 1600s known simply

Mare Xh within the first six generations of their

as, Spanker Mare. She was the product of a

pedigrees.

stallion bred back to his own dam, Old

As the four tables show; Young Cartouch,

Morocco mare.

Cade, Blank, Regulus, Eclipse, Highflyer,
Wildair and Diomed potentially carried more
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than one Xh trace in the first six generations of

Eclipse, Highflyer and Regulus alone account

their maternal lines. A significant number of

for one hundred and twenty four Classic

stallions descending from their daughters

Progeny. I suggest that you use the

found their way to America or left progeny

descendants tab to extend the progeny of

foaled in America.

these six mares and note their enduring
contributions.

TABLE 2.4 STALLIONS CARRYING SPANKER MARE XH

Classic Progeny(daughters-total)
Jigg (1702)

8-11

TABLE 2.5 DOUBLE COPY THOROUGHBRED MARES

Mare

Significant siring sons

Flying Childers (1714)

13-21

Grey Robinson (1723)

Bartletts Childers (1716)

10-11

Spiletta (1749)

Eclipse 32

Cade (1734)

20-27

Kitty Fisher (1756)

Wildair 17

Blank (1740)

6-8

Fearnought W888 (1755)

24-39

Wildair W2754 (1770)

10-15

Highflyer (1774)

29-43

Diomed W709 (1777)

18-35

NB- those in bold possibly carry more than Xh
through inbreeding or one of the other three
Xh sources mentioned above .

Rachel (1763)

Regulus 49

Highflyer 43

Horatia (1778)

Diomed 30

The progeny of the sires in the four tables
above interbred to build a strong base for the
standardbred as they made their way to the

Double copy mares

maternal side of pedigrees.

Along with these sires were a number of

Regulus is the second broodmare sire of

double copy mares, those that inherited an Xh

Messenger W1562, often hailed as the grand

from both their sire and dam. Six of the most

father of the breed, while all three of the

important eighteenth century mares in the

broodmare sires of Hambletonian 10 trace to

development of the standardbred are listed in

an Xh thoroughbred mare.

Table 2.5 below.

Another feature of note in Hambletonian 10 is

Grey Robinson is bred 2x3 to Grey Whynot

the incestuous inbreeding of Jaryʼs Velocity,

and Hautboy. She is the dam of Regulus.

the dam of his broodmare sire. She was the

The third dam of Mother Western is by

result of inbreeding the thoroughbred stallion

Hautboy from a Brimmer mare while her

Haphazard back to his own dam Miss Hervey.

daughter Spiletta is by Regulus and has three

In addition, her sire Eclipse also carries a trace

close links to Hautboy on X factor lines.

to the Spanker Mare plus a 2x3 cross to Squirt

Kitty Fisher links to three of the Xh sources

and his half sibling sister Grey Robinson.

while Rachel is bred 4x4 to full brother and

As the new breed moved into the latter half of

sister from Grey Whynot on X factor lines. She

the nineteenth century, and Hambletonian 10

also boasts a link to Hautboy and is the dam of

began to dominate, the influence of these

Highflyer. Horatia has already been discussed.

thoroughbreds was still evident.
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Glencoe and Lexington were perhaps the two

The final thoroughbred sire for consideration is

greatest of the American bred sires carrying an

Boston W297, leading sire of America on

Xh. They topped the American thoroughbred

three occasions. He is bred 3x3 to Diomed and

siring list eight times and fifteen times

4x5 to Wildair W2754, both with multiple Xh

respectively. However, racing changes proved

links. His fourth dam is inbred 3x2 to the

fortuitous for the standardbred.

double copy mare Kitty Fisher. Boston is the

As the trend in thoroughbred racing changed
from distance racing to sprinting, these two
great sires fell from favour and became more

sire of Sally Russell (U170) a significant
broodmare whose input is covered in detail in
the ebook, The American Trotter and Pacer.

readily available to harness breeders. Glencoe
plays a significant role in the foundation of the
Midnight (U9) and Jane Hunt (U10) families. In
addition, he is the broodmare sire of Duvalls
Mambrino, sire of foundation mare Miss Duvall
(U7).
It would seem that the best standardbreds of
the Foundation Era had the Messenger sire
line dominant on the paternal side while their
broodmare sires had numerous traces to either
one of the Xh thoroughbred sires or Mambrino

BOSTON: WINNER OF 41 FROM 45 STARTS

Chief and his sons, on the maternal side of
their pedigree.
Their influence continues even further through
the daughters of their sons and grandsons.
Americaʼs leading maternal family Medio (U1),
Jessie Pepper (U4) and the family of Dean
Hanover (U43) for example, all owe much to
the genetic infusion through these sires.

In a concluding note to this section, it must be
emphasized that the sheer number and quality
of progeny tracing back to the sires in the
tables above cannot be coincidental.

Summary of thoroughbred legacy
If you check out the pedigree of any modern
day champion you will almost certainly come

Bertrand W230, the best grandson of Diomed,

across many thoroughbreds in the foundation

also has two Xh lines through his broodmare

years. Champions sires such as Herod and

sires. In addition, he carries strong Mambrino

Eclipse will most likely be prevalent, just as

blood through his imported grand dam

they are in the early pedigrees of the modern

Mambrina. He contributed strongly to the

thoroughbred. Likewise for a host of American

development of the families of Abbess (U17),

foundation thoroughbreds headed by Diomed,

Lida (U24), Sophronia (U31) and Mary (U34).

Sir Archy, Boston and Messenger.
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By the close of the nineteenth century the new

Your research can use Classic Families to

American standardbred sires, dominated by

delve back into the early generations of the

Hambeltonian 10 and his sons, had pushed

pedigree.

these thoroughbreds into the background of
pedigrees and thinking, but this did not reduce
their enduring legacy.

In Patterns of Greatness, Alan Porter stressed
this need to research the underlying genetic
strengths that are not apparent in the first six

From the Foundation Era into the New Century

generations. He noted that multiple inputs

Era, the standardbred Xh gene appears to

often reveal a point where they reach a critical

trace to four individuals with thoroughbred

mass, reinforcing vital genes to the point

maternal lines. These are; Miss Russell

where they explode in the form of a dynamic

(U170), Midnight (U9), Mambrino Patchen

performer. This is often referred to as the

(U902) and American Star 14 (U906).

Trigger Point. Porter also speculates that close

Horses with maternal traces back to one or
more of these individuals, particularly through
inbred double copy mares such as Oniska,

inbreeding, especially to full brothers and
sisters, can also result in positive genetic
mutations.

Helen Hanover and Margaret Parrish and the

Table 2.6 lists, in chronological order, those

daughters of Nutwood, appear to be among

thoroughbred sires that had the greatest

the greatest performers and enduring sires.

influential on the evolution of the standardbred.

This Xh factor appears to have been passed

TABLE 2.6 INFLUENTIAL THOROUGHBRED SIRES

Damsire of Classic Progeny

through to current times. In Modern Era pacing
pedigrees, Oniska is instrumental in the legacy

Hautboy (1685)

17

of both Good Time and Tar Heel mares.

Flying Childers (1714)

21

Bartletts Childers (1716)

25

Mares with both Good Time and Tar Heel in

Regulus (1739)

60

appropriate X-factor positions will be double

Jolly Roger W1274 (1743)

43

copy to Oniska. Similarly trotting sires Stars

Janus W1222 (1746)

26

Pride and Noble Victory both carry Oniska on

Snap (1750)

40

their maternal line through San Francisco.

Eclipse (1764)

24

Wildair W2754 (1770)

20

Shark W2227 (1771)

20

Highflyer (1774)

42

Diomed W709 (1777)

30

The use of X-factor analysis is another useful
tool for evaluating pedigrees. It appears to
have considerable significance especially
when you break down the traces in top

Glencoe W1038 (1831)

30

performers. All of the most influential sires

Grey Eagle W1081 (1835)

25

have multiple traces to these X factor sources.

Lexington (1850)

22
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